PITSFORD NEWS
March-April 2021

From the Editorial Team…
Welcome to the first edition of Pitsford News for 2021 and a huge thank you to our contributors who, in spite of
the difficult situation, continue to support the village by sending in news, updates and interesting articles.
Christmas and New Year celebrations were very different this year for many people, with some experiencing
illness and the sad loss of loved ones and most of us looking forward to a time when we can safely hug all our
family members, meet up with our friends and relatives and get back to socialising in our community. Village life
goes on though, and while community and friendship groups have been unable to meet, many people have
found ways to keep busy, stay in touch with their friends and neighbours, support others and keep spirits up.
Helping to keep us cheerful during December and January were the beautiful Christmas lights across the village.
The majority of homes in the village “lit up”, with lights in windows and on trees, on the sides of houses, on
roofs, along hedges and fences and some homes had all of those at once! A walk round the village was such a
pleasure with laser lights high in the trees, “snowflakes” falling, and of course the beautiful Christmas Trees on
the Flagpole Green and outside the Church. Thank you everyone who joined in “light up for Pitsford” your efforts
were really appreciated. Let’s hope we can celebrate next Christmas in a more traditional way but maybe
lighting up the village can become part of that tradition.
More recently the rollout of the vaccine programme has brought some hope and we continue to be grateful for
the NHS and Social Care staff who tirelessly continue to protect and care for us and to the many other key
workers who have continued to work throughout this pandemic.
We hope you enjoy this edition of Pitsford News: lots of village news and activities to read about and two
contributors have even been inspired to write poetry (although the topics are very different) and don’t miss the
interesting update on Captain Jack by our resident wildlife reporter. We do deliver paper copies to those
residents who can’t access the newsletter online and there are extra copies available in the phone box – do let us
know if someone you know needs us to deliver a copy by emailing us on: Pitsfordvillagenewsletter@gmail.com
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Scrubs Up Pitsford (and Brixworth)
Back in the summer (can you remember that – sunny days,
blue skies and sitting in the garden with friends and
family?), a small group of Pitsford and Brixworth residents
made almost 900 laundry bags for hospitals, GPs and care
home staff to transport their uniforms to and from work
safely. They were much appreciated and are still being
used by NHS and care home staff.
In November the group decided to support a wider team;
Scrubs Up Northampton, who were making scrubs for NHS
staff. Scrubs are lightweight, comfortable trousers and
tops worn by medical staff, usually in operating theatres. Since the COVID pandemic began many more staff
need to replace traditional uniforms with comfortable, washable, fast drying clothing suitable to wear
underneath protective clothing and scrubs are an ideal solution.
Although there was a small army of skilled volunteers sewing scrubs, a major problem was that many of the
volunteers found it difficult to cut out the fabric. A small group from Pitsford and a few friends who live
locally agreed to offer support by cutting out the fabric ready for others to sew the scrubs. All that was
needed was a pair of sharp scissors, some pins and space to lay out the fabric.
The fabric and patterns were distributed and together we managed to cut out over 250 sets of scrubs over a
three-week period. They were delivered to the Scrubs-Up Co-ordinator and made into sets of scrubs of all
sizes and colours. Between March and November Scrubs-Up Northampton provided over 9000 sets of
Scrubs to Kettering General Hospital, Northampton General, GP practices and community hospitals. They
also provided 400 sets to a neighbouring county who needed help. NHS staff are now brightening the wards
of our local hospitals in orange, yellow and bright red scrubs and the small
group from Pitsford and Brixworth are proud to have made a tiny
contribution to supporting their heroic efforts.
All the offcuts are being put to good use: they have been sent to a
primary school and will be used by children to make collages and other art
works.
If anyone would like to join us in our efforts please do contact us via the
newsletter email, or phone 07795 107 936. Fabric and patterns are
provided. The fabric can be delivered, and the cut-out scrubs collected if
necessary. There is no commitment to do more than you want to, and
every little helps.
Despite the pandemic life goes on and anyone who can knit might like to
try their hand (needles?) at hats for premature babies, these are used
regularly to keep tiny babies warm in their incubators and cots – if you can
help please contact either of the two maternity homes via the main
hospital switchboards.
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Litter and dog fouling
There seems to have been an increase in litter and dog fouling in and around the village, with reports on Spotted
Pitsford of dog fouling in driveways, in the High Street, Grange Lane and directly outside people’s homes. While
it’s likely that some of this relates to the increased number of visitors to the village it is important that all
residents do their bit to keep our village a safe and clean place to walk by cleaning up after their dogs and taking
care not to accidently drop tissues, masks or other litter.
“Litter” in the village takes many forms, from
sweet wrappers and drinks cans and bottles to
bits of cars and abandoned tyres and more
recently discarded face masks and gloves. A
minority of dog owners abandon bags of dog poo
on footpaths and even (for reasons that are not
clear) hang them in trees and bushes. All of this is
not just unpleasant and unsightly but a potential
danger to children, dogs and wild animals and
may spread disease. One resident has even taken
pen to paper to express her feelings after
spotting a tree hung with 14 bags of dog faeces,
see below. We can only thank her and her
husband for clearing this disgraceful mess. No
prizes for spotting the many offending poo-bags
in the picture opposite which was taken locally.
A number of village residents are volunteering
for regular litter picking in and around the village,
but everyone can help by making sure they don’t
accidently drop litter, and if they have a dog,
always clean up after it, and always dispose of
litter and dog poo safely. Please don’t leave bags
of dog poo in trees and bushes, on paths or grass
verges – that includes the footpaths in the
surrounding fields - someone else has to collect
it! Please put it in one of the bins around the village or take it home. There are “dog” bins and
litter bins on the sports field, and dog bins at
Wick Green and the bottom of Grange Lane. You
can report dog fouling to the Parish Council.

Following a recent litter pick on the footpath to
Moulton, I was moved to write this poem, with
apologies to Mike Rosen.

We’re Going on a Litter Hunt
We’re going on a litter hunt.
We’re going to find some litter.
What a beautiful day!
We’re not scared.
Uh-uh! A bush!
It’s hung with Poo Bags!
We can’t ignore them.
We don’t want to explore them.
Oh no!
We’ll have to collect them!
Meg Gibbons
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New West Northamptonshire Council Elections:
Don’t forget to apply for your postal vote
The New Unitary Authority covering Daventry,
Northampton and South Northamptonshire will
come into being on April 1st this year. This new
council replaces the existing borough, district and
county councils. The first-ever elections will be held
on Thursday 6th May and voters across Daventry,
South Northants and Northampton are being encouraged go to the polls to elect a total of 93 councillors.
Anyone who is not yet registered to vote must do so by Monday 19th April in order to take part in these
elections.
Arrangements will be made to ensure that residents can cast their votes safely during the ongoing coronavirus
pandemic, but If you are unable to get to a polling station or prefer not to vote in person you can arrange to vote
by post or arrange that someone else votes on your behalf (proxy vote). However, you must register to do this
and should apply for postal or proxy votes as early as possible. The closing deadline for registering for a postal
vote is 5pm on 20th April and those wishing to vote by proxy must register by the deadline of 5pm on 27 th April.
Pitsford residents should apply to Daventry District Council for register for postal or proxy votes. You can apply
by emailing electoralservices@daventrydc.gov.uk or calling 01327 871100. You will also be able to cast your vote
for the Northamptonshire Police, Fire and Crime Commissioner.
Northampton residents should email elecreg@northampton.gov.uk or call 0300 330 7000, and people living in
South Northants should email elections@southnorthants.gov.uk or call 01327 322128. If you are unsure whether
or not you are registered to vote you can check by contacting their local elections team on the contact details
above.
If you need to register you can do so at www.gov.uk/register-to-vote, where you will be asked to provide your
name, National Insurance number and date of birth. In view of the COVID pandemic this election date is being
kept under review by government but it currently expected to go ahead.
2021 Census – Get ready!
The census is a survey that takes place every 10 years and began in 1801 and the next one is due to be held this
year. The census gives us the most accurate estimate of all the people and households in England and Wales.
The census asks questions about you, your household and your home. In doing so, it helps to build a detailed
snapshot of our society. Information from the census helps the government and local authorities to plan and
fund local services, such as health services, education, and roads but it also helps businesses, the voluntary
sector and others to plan; for example, a supermarket chain might use census population data to help decide
where to open a new store and voluntary organisations may use census data to get information about the
communities they are working in or as evidence to support any applications they make for funding. The census is
delivered by the Office of National Statistics, all the information is anonymised and the actual census records are
kept secure for 100 years. Since it is such an important source of information the law requires us all to complete
it. You will receive an information pack in the post and must complete and return it. More information is
available on: www.census.gov.uk
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Pitsford Sportsfield
When I last wrote something for the Newsletter I suggested that life on the Sportsfield was returning to
something like normal. I spoke too soon! We are into another lockdown, football and other organised
activities both for the adults and juniors has been forced to stop and the only outside activity is people taking
their permitted daily exercise.
Inside the Pavilion all is very quiet although we have taken the opportunity to have some work carried out on the
heating system which should ensure that it operates more efficiently.
Outside the damaged wall by the A508 has been repaired once again. We can only hope that the motorists of
Northamptonshire in future remember to turn left or right when coming up Brampton Lane rather than taking a
flying visit into the Sportsfield.
Is there hope for the future ? Well some of us have had our first dose of vaccine, the daffodils we planted on the
Sportsfield are beginning to appear and the days are getting longer. Maybe the summer of 2021 will be
something to look forward to. We can only hope.
Tony Miles
Chair – Pitsford Sportsfield Management Committee

The Book Exchange
The Book Exchange in the Telephone Box at the top of Grange Lane remains open
and has been well used throughout the pandemic. The many donations are
greatly appreciated, and we are very lucky to have such generous (and well read)
residents and such a diversity of books donated. It’s only a very small space and
it does sometimes get very crowded with piles of books on the floor, making it
hard to sort through and find that good read you are looking for. Although the
Exchange is tidied by volunteers as often as possible, your help would be
appreciated. If you are using the Book Exchange, please make sure books are put
back as tidily as possible and try not to put books directly on the concrete floor as
they can get wet at times.
If you haven’t used the Book Exchange then you
will find a wide range to choose from, depending
on the day it may include novels, biographies, fact,
fiction, children’s books, classics, poetry,
magazines and educational books and sometimes
CDs, jigsaws and games. If you take an item you
can keep it, pass it on to others or put it back once
you have finished with it.
Please do follow current advice about preventing the spread of disease and
maintain social distancing.
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Thank you Litter Pickers!

Thank you to everyone who responded to
my post on Spotted Pitsford and came out
litter picking on 30th December.
We walked along Moulton Road, away
from Pitsford and in only an hour, we collected around 8 full sacks of litter plus
three car bumpers! Sadly, when I walked
that way again recently, the roadside was
once again covered in litter.

Ironically we found a Corona
beer bottle—left from a time
when Corona was just
a beer brand!

Meg Heaton-Harris

Pitsford Village Hall Fundraising March 2021
With Government restrictions being relaxed slightly we look forward to serving the Full English Breakfast again
hopefully by August. We will announce this on the Spotted Pitsford Facebook site and we will also place an
update in the Village Hall Notice Box just as soon as we get the go ahead. This will also mean that the planned
September Jumble Sale may go ahead also now - will post the date in the next Pitsford News. Hand sanitizing
dispensers have been installed to two entrances for when we open. The Village Hall gutters have now been
cleaned – many thanks to Nick & his Vac who did this free of charge
for us.
Please telephone Wendy on 07903 511572 for further updates with
regards to the Village Hall Bookings as usual or Sandra on 880630 for
any updates on this and keep an eye on the Spotted Pitsford
Facebook site and in the Village Hall Notice Box.

Sandra Warner and Wendy Biggs
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Local Groceries Delivered to Your Door...
The delight of having artisan and farm-fresh local produce
delivered straight to your home is now possible through an online
‘farmers’ market’ which brings together many of the finest
Northamptonshire food and drink providers.
Local Grocers is the brainchild of Pitsford resident David Bletsoe-Brown
who spotted the trend of families wanting to shop locally and who
decided that a more convenient method of doing so was needed.
David, who comes from a Northamptonshire farming family, says
“I started Local Grocers because I truly believe in the power of shopping
local to improve our diets, our community and our environment. The
idea came out of a personal need; my partner and I love shopping local
but we don’t have time to go around five different stores to get our
weekly shop, so I built Local Grocers to solve that problem.”
To use the Local Grocers website, www.localgrocers.com shoppers simply type in, and select, their postcode to
view all the stores within a 20 mile radius of their home. They can purchase produce from any of the stores in
their area then they can just wait for one of Local Grocers’ friendly delivery drivers to bring their local shop home
on their chosen delivery day!
To help those people who are less able to use the internet, or who might be shielding and feeling vulnerable the
company also accepts orders through their telephone line: 01604 961320.
The exciting new service gives everyone a convenient method to stock up
on Northamptonshire’s finest local suppliers from greengrocers, cheesemakers and butchers to wine merchants, deli’ and florists.
Sustainability is a key value of Local Grocers, so they are proud to announce
their partnership with Flore-based Re, the county’s first and largest
refillable store for dried goods and ecological supplies.
“One of the amazing things to have come out of Local Grocers,” says David
“is the selection of specialist local products that our partners stock. Many of
these products simply aren’t available elsewhere online and the quality of
the food is exceptional.”
David said: “There is growing demand for people to know where their food
has been produced. Many supermarkets regularly sell ‘locally grown’
produce yet it may well have been packaged more than 200 miles away
creating a lot of unnecessary food miles.”
“Customers who use Local Grocers can be confident the produce is truly local
and each artisan provider sources produce which has come from farmers and
suppliers who they know and trust in our community.”
Local Grocers works just like an online supermarket with customers picking
their produce from each local store and choosing their delivery day. To shop,
log on to www.localgrocers.com and type in your postcode to find your local
stores or to place an order by phone call Local Grocers on 01604 961320.
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Pitsford Neighbourhood Plan
The six-week Consultation Period closed on 14th February and our Group are extremely grateful to all those of
you who took the time to view the Plan online and complete the form and give us your comments. I write this
article before the closing date so I cannot give you the final figure for the number of replies that we will have
had but we met together on Zoom in mid-January and your response at that time was excellent so we are
looking forward to reviewing every reply on 15th February when we shall have met again.
Our big regret is that because of the pandemic we have not been able to stage an exhibition as we planned and
meet with you personally, but we hope that the individually delivered flyers will have alerted you to the website
and the reply form. We had planned to have the consultation period last March, but we were thwarted and felt
that as time progressed, we really must find a way of making progress as we were into a third year of our work
together.
Our draft plan together with your views and our comments will now be passed to Daventry District Council for
them to review, possibly amend to fit in with other local and countywide plans and then bring it back to us as a
community for us all to vote upon and hopefully accept as our plan for the next few years.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all those who have played a part in producing this Plan. I do not
think that any of us when we first met in September 2017 thought that it would be such a mammoth task. A
number of members withdrew quite early on for various reasons but by the time of our first exhibition in March
2018 we were a well-established group of eleven members. Sadly, in the intervening period we have lost
Jessica Aldis, Ruth Adams, Carole Purnell and Alastair Kimbell but they all played a valuable part as we put the
plan together and I am most grateful to them. By the start of January, we were a group of seven including
John Price-Stephens who had been a stalwart member and his sudden death after Christmas was a great loss
and stunned us all. We miss him greatly. My final thanks go to Meg and Austin Gibbons, Sarah Bentley,
Keith Isaacs and Martin Flanagan who, together with John, have been a joy to work with throughout. They have
all worked extremely hard on our behalf and had to put up with me as their chairman. They all deserve a medal!!
Philip Saunderson

Pitsford Scout Group
In the last newsletter I enthusiastically said we were returning to face-to-face Scouting
meetings. Unfortunately, just when the newsletter went to press, we were told we could
not meet together until further notice. The Remembrance Service and Parade could not
happen as normal, but one Scout came to the memorial and I asked her to place the
wreath for the Scout Group.
Until further notice our meetings are on Zoom or activity ideas sent by email. I am pleased to say that some of
the Zoom meetings have been very well received. I cannot see that we will be allowed to meet face to face until
after Easter and only in small groups as before and camping this year could be prohibited.
The Group has a steady flow of new members who usually start when they are 6 years old in the Beaver Section.
Please let me know if you have a 5-year-old (boy or girl) who may want to go on the list as leaving it until they
are 6 years old is often too late as the Colony is full.
Georgina
07836 555025
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Pitsford Village Theatre-Maker shines a light on Northampton’s homeless
Many of you will be familiar with White Cobra, our local theatre group which has featured in Pitsford News over
the years, and over the last two years many villagers have supported the local charity for the homeless: The
Hope Centre, providing hot meals, clothes, bedding and volunteering at the centre.
You may not be so familiar with Hummingbird Drama which is also linked to our village through resident
Helen Clifford and to the Hope Centre. Helen is a performer, theatre maker and facilitator based here in Pitsford
and is currently working on the Greyfriars Island Project, in partnership with the Hope Centre, and supported by
Generate at Royal & Derngate, writer Alan Moore and the David Laing Foundation. Helen is also an active
member of the group helping to keep our village tidy.
The Greyfriars Island Project will work directly with the Hope Centre’s service users, aiming to humanise,
empower, upskill and raise awareness of people affected by homelessness in Northampton.
Helen plans to facilitate a series of drama sessions that will explore stories and experiences and create content
for a script. The script will go through a process of development and go on to be staged in Northampton. Helen
is raising money to fund the sessions, which will give participants new skills, confidence and a platform for their
voices to be heard. Potentially making a real difference to the lives of those individuals, as well as the local
community.
The Greyfriars Island Project has already gained support from local writer Alan Moore. He says giving those
affected by homelessness a chance to have their stories heard, could help them “find a way back into theworld.”
If you would like to make a donation towards the project, please use the link below:
www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/greyfriars-island-project
To find out more about the Greyfriars Island Project, or to contact Helen, visit her website here:
www.hummingbirddramaproductions.org.uk/projects

WI
It must be too late to wish everyone in the village a ‘Happy New
Year’ by now as it seems 2021 has been with us for quite a while.
Like other groups in the village the WI are still not able to get
together for meetings, but we continue to keep in touch with
individuals by email and phone and of course when out walking
round the village taking our (allowed) daily exercise. Zoom is also being used by some.
In December every member received a very welcome Christmas present from ‘Santa’ otherwise known as Sandie,
our President! A goody bag containing a card, a plant, biscuits and a bottle bringing us all together in spirit briefly
over the festive season.
Very sadly, we lost one of our dearest members in January, Pat Wilson, and we all send out deepest
condolences to her family. Her vivacious character will be sorely missed in our small group.

As most of us are of ‘early jab’ age we all hope that an outdoor meeting of some kind towards the early
summer will be possible, but until then the committee send their best wishes to all and – just in case it was
needed – a reminder to stay safe and well.
Sarah
Sarahthompson122@outlook.com
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Nature notes from The Distillery (hic)…..
Dear Reader,
Hello again, it’s the Rear-Admiral with ‘She Who Must Be Obeyed’ writing to you again in
another lockdown. Our aim is to entertain you with tales of nature as we have seen it. Our
new acquaintances ‘The Brigadier’, Lethbridge-Stewart to his friends, and his charming wife Blancmange, both
keen birders, have also contributed their observations.
Two weeks of Winterwatch on the BBC were very exciting despite it lacking the fragrant Kate Humble. I am looking forward to the introduction of beavers into Northamptonshire, ooh err Matron. Mr Packham added to our
knowledge of blackbirds noting that we get a lot of migrants in the winter, which are distinguishable by the
beaks of the male. Resident blackbirds are bright yellow while their European counterparts have a much darker
tipped beak. Better not excite Mr. Farage with tales of migrants stealing our bird food! This noted, we have seen
a mix of about 50:50 in our back garden and notably many more males compared to females.
A recent very chilly walk on the tracks near Myopic Lane saw us watching a hovering kestrel which looked pretty
desperate for food. It finally found an extremely large worm which it proceeded to pull apart in a way reminiscent of an episode of Game of Thrones. It was, however, a magnificent sight.
As always, we have made our contribution to the RSPB bird count at the end of January. Also, typically about
twice as many birds turned up for their high tea as did for second breakfast. However, by then we had submitted
our results. The count did include the spectacular appearance of the resident Pitsford Sparrow Hawk.
Magnificent to see, however it did rather reduce the numbers of garden birds for a while; the silence when it
turned up was deafening. Despite not turning up for our count, we have been lucky enough to add a new species
to our garden list; ‘SWMBO’ spotted a pair of siskins. What beautiful green and yellow markings. Also, seemingly
pairing up for the coming spring, have been robins, great spotted woodpeckers, nuthatches, goldfinches, and a
menage-a-trois of jays. The starlings have also begun their annual destruction of our soffit boards to make nest
building easier. It will be interesting to see if we have more than our record number of pairs (5) in our loft space
this year.
A word about Captain Jack Daw. Two summers ago, we had a jackdaw visitor with a broken wing; damned
shame there’s not Bird-NHS. Over three months he was a regular visitor and developed an ability to climb trees
by jumping step by step through adjacent bushes and shrubs to gain height; magnificent intelligence. He could
then glide down to the ground. Later that summer he disappeared, presumed eaten. This winter, however, a
returning jackdaw with what appeared to be an ex-broken wing returned, with an ability to fly, albeit in a rather
circular fashion. From our pictures it seems possible it’s the same bird. We like to think so as life expectancy can
range up to 20 years.
As it’s winter, Lethbridge-Stewart’s lockdown favourite read has been “Entangled Life” by Merlin Sheldrake.
Who would have thought that fungi could be so fascinating? Species
are known to spread over 10 square kilometers, while others are
being used to clean up the Chernobyl site. All this and they’ve been
around for 500 million years. Fantastic stuff.
Anyway, that’s all for this edition, I’m off for a pink gin.
Chin-Chin and keep healthy.
Basil Fotherington-Thomas (Rear-Admiral Rtd)
The Distillery, Pitsford.
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Pitsford Royal British Legion
100th Anniversary
The Royal British Legion has its 100th birthday on the 15th May 2021 and we
intend to mark the event by having a dedication ceremony at the site of the
Copse and Preservation Area which was planted by Mark and Ruth Adams in celebration of the VE and VJ Day celebrations last year. We had to cancel that because
of the lock down then and are very hopeful that we will be able to go ahead this
year. There will be a dedication by The Rev Stephen Trott, who is our chaplain, and we hope that as many as possible can attend. The Copse is close to the barn at the bottom of the lane leading to Springhill Farm and parking is
available there. The event will take place at 2pm.

Golf Day – Friday 18th June 2021
We had to cancel last year’s golf day because of the pandemic restrictions and are hoping to go ahead this year.
It is hoped that we can use the same format as in previous years but it is too soon to say and we may have to
change from a formal presentation dinner to a rolling arrangement for food but we will have to wait and see.
The price will be £50 per head for non-members (£200 per team) and £35 per player for Northampton Golf Club
members. I will be contacting those who have previous played once the situation is clarified but if you are
interested I would very much appreciate it if you could let me know on 880407 or by e-mail:
hncckjohn2@aol.com.

Sportsfield Function on 1st August 2021
We are currently making plans for a function on the sports field on the 1 st August and, like everything else, it will
be subject to pandemic restrictions so we will need to wait for the situation to clarify. In the meantime please
make a note of the date in your diaries.

John Price-Stephens
We were so sorry to hear of the death of John. For many years he was kind enough to carry out the audit of our
branch accounts, a task that he carried out voluntarily. He will be missed by us and the village as a whole. Our
condolences to Sue and the family.
John Hancock

Combined MU and Craft Group
Unfortunately, meetings have not been able to go ahead, but we have had a request for
some small tops that dogs can wear so a few of the group have been knitting them.
They are being sold for £3 each and money raised will go to the charities that the MU
runs, such as lunch club for children in holiday times when there is no school and
holidays for disadvantaged children.
If anyone is interested in buying them, please give Ann a ring 881477

One member has also been knitting hearts for the patients in hospital.
Please keep well and safe and thank you. A special thank you to the volunteers that keep the village looking
good
Regards
Ann Eldred
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Helping the Hungry
Mum, Mum I want some food
Without it, I'll be in a mood
Rumble rumble
Goes my tummy
I really really want something warm and yummy
One more day son
Please don't fuss
The Foodbank said they can help us!
Yippee I shout
Jumping for joy
With some food I'll be a big strong boy!
Mum, Mum I want some food
Without it, I'll be in a bad mood
Rumble rumble
Goes my tummy
I really, really want something warm and yummy
One more day son
Please don't fuss
The Foodbank have said they can help us!
Yippee I shout
Jumping for joy
With some food I'll grow into a big strong boy!

I just wanted to
say such a HUGE
THANK YOU for
all the
donations!
The Food Bank
continues to have
a
very
high
demand for its
services so anything that people can donate is
gratefully received. Your donations really do make a
difference! It goes to providing individuals, couples and
families with much needed food. We all know how hard
times are for people and for some there is little light at
the end of the tunnel! If you can continue to donate
even one can of rice pudding or a packet of cuppa soup
it all helps!
Donations can be made at either 15 Broadlands or 61
High Street – both houses have boxes on the drive for
donations to be put in.

Julia Farebrother

Northampton and Lamport Railway: Winter Update
The Railway is currently closed as normal for the
winter. However, Covid-19 lockdown restrictions mean
we are uncertain exactly when we can re-open in the
spring. At the moment we’re aiming for running our
first trains over the Easter Weekend.
We were fortunate that restrictions allowed us to run a
very successful ‘Santa Specials’ season during four
weekends in December (although we lost one weekend
in November due to the second lockdown). It was a bit
different to the normal experience, with Santa handing
out presents in a socially-distanced manner on the
platform, but everyone seemed to have a really good
time and it brought in some vital income for our
volunteer-run line at the end of an otherwise very
challenging year.

extension, all in accordance with
Covid restrictions, of course.
Visitors to the Brampton Valley
Way by The Windhover pub will
notice
clear
progress
on
construction of a new bay
platform, which is being built on land kindly leased to
us by the pub’s owners (Mitchells and Butlers). All
being well, we hope to open the extension at some
point later this year.

If anyone has a New Year’s resolution to get out more,
help a good cause, meet new people, learn a new skill,
get fit or just try something different, why not come
and join our friendly team of volunteers at the Railway?
There really are roles to suit all interests, skills and
capabilities, from restoring old steam locos to helping
All being well, 2021 should be a notably better and we
out in the shop or buffet or just doing a bit of
look forward to getting back somewhere nearer to
gardening. You only need give as much time as you can
‘normal’ (whatever that means anymore!) over the
afford.
summer. Please keep an eye on our website and
Facebook page for all the latest announcements.
Visit our website (www.nlr.org.uk) to find out more.
Work continues towards finishing our southern
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Church News - 25 January 2021
I have included today’s date because things are so
fast moving at the moment, and everything may look
very different when you read it.
The Parish Church has been closed for three Sundays
now because of the very high levels of infection with
Coronavirus in this part of the County. Although the
government has permitted Covid-secured church
services to continue, we do not wish to take any risks
whatsoever with the health of those who worship
there, and we will reopen for public worship only
when it is clearly safe to do so.
Online services are a poor second-best to meeting
together in church, but they do offer a way of at
least seeing one another and being able to talk safely after the service. We are not able to provide refreshments
after church during the pandemic, but it is definitely safe to reach for a cup of coffee at home after an online
service!
After six months of experience of online worship, I have decided to use Zoom as the platform for online services,
which provides a friendlier experience than Facebook or YouTube, where it is only possible to watch on one’s
own. It is a free service for those who join a Zoom meeting, either on a computer, a tablet, iPad, or on a
smartphone. When you follow a link to the service, Zoom will work either on a web browser or as a download.
It sounds very complicated, even daunting if you have not used this kind of facility before, but it is actually
remarkably easy to use. I am very happy to assist anyone who needs help in making it work. If you have a
computer or laptop without a web camera you can actually use a smartphone as the camera for this purpose.
If you would like to join our online services – all are most welcome – please email me at:
pitsfordchurch@gmail.com and I will send you a Zoom invitation each week which will enable you to connect to
our services at 8am (Holy Communion) and 11am (Morning Prayer). I am hoping to add more services in the near
future, including a bible study. Watch this space!
Please let me know in the same way if you would like to receive the weekly Sunday Readings, including a sermon
and links to hymns on YouTube.
Meanwhile we are keeping everyone in our prayers who is affected by Covid, those who suffering from illness
and those who have sadly passed away. I hope that the current speed
of the vaccination programme will mean that it is safe to return to a
normal way of life as soon as possible, including church services. Easter
is on 4 April this year, and perhaps we will be able to return to Church
by then.

Every blessing,

Rev. Stephen Trott
Rector of Pitsford
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All Saints’ Church Toilet and Servery Project Update
We felt that it was time that we gave you all an
update on our progress so far. It has been a
very long and demanding process because of
the legal complexities in dealing with a highly
listed mediaeval building.
With our Architect’s support we recently
submitted our plans, for our proposed toilet
and servery to be installed within our “Grade 2
star” listed church, to be considered by the
Diocesan Advisory Committee (DAC). I am
pleased to report that they have given us their
initial approval, but as is required, these plans,
plus additional paperwork, has now been
forwarded to the various National Heritage organisations for their comments/approval. We do not expect any
major objections although you can never be certain¸ and I had hoped that we would have heard their views
before our March Pitsford News was printed.
We still have a considerable way to go with the drawing up of specifications and scheduled works and further
consideration by the DAC, before we can then formally apply for the faculties which are necessary; undertake a
28 day consultation process with parishioners; and finally obtain the Chancellor’s permission to proceed, before
any work can start. The Chancellor of a diocese is a lawyer who represents the Church in legal matters.
The process, as you will note, is an extremely time consuming and unwieldy process which ensures that we do
nothing to harm the fabric of the building given its listed status.
We want to assure you all that we will continue to push this project forward reflecting upon the huge commitment and support that many of you have made over the past 4 years of fundraising activity. We are concerned
however that, the longer the process goes on, this will continue to reduce the spending power of our funds raised
so far.
We are seeking additional grant funding but as always, we are competing with many others for the limited
funding available. Our first priority will be to install an accessible toilet and we believe that we currently have
sufficient funds to complete this.
As you know we are seeking funding also for the maintenance of our ring of six bells, (£7,000), as well as the
building of the stone wall for the churchyard extension. The Church has been part of the history of our village life
for the past 1000 years and we will continue to do all we can to ensure that it remains so for many years to come.
We also want it to be seen to be a valued resource, relevant in the modern world, offering spiritual comfort to all,
yes, but also a centre for perhaps musical concerts, various community support groups, the promotion of the
arts, and a welcoming meeting place for the village community.
Thank you for your continued support.
Keith Isaacs
Churchwarden, PCC Secretary
On behalf of Pitsford Parochial Church Council
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Keeping Pitsford Green and Pleasant – litter fairies and guerrilla gardening
Have you ever wondered who plants and waters the flowers in the boxes on the Moulton Road, or who picks up
all the rubbish left around the village or weeds the flower beds on the village green? No, it’s not Alan Titchmarsh
or the litter fairy -some of you will know that it’s a small group of villagers, who voluntarily work to maintain the
green spaces in our village and keep it safe and tidy.
Over the winter period we have used the time to set out our plans for the spring/summer as well as carrying out
our winter leaf clearing around the primary school area. In view of the increase in littering in and around the
village we have introduced a new 'project' based around 'Say No to Fly Tipping' concentrating currently on 4
areas worst affected by litter and fly tipping.
•
•
•
•

Brampton Lane........ From the A508 to the Brampton Halt.
Moulton Road ......... From Stables Lane to the turning for Bunkers Hill Farm.
Grange Lane ........... From the entrance of the permissive footpath up to the entrance of Moulton Grange.
A 508 ........................ From the entrance into Pitsford down to the Quarry entrance.

We have made significant progress in the first 4 weeks of 2021 with no less than 40 bags of rubbish filled plus car
tyres/parts etc all disposed of. Our plan is to have all 4 areas completed by Easter and we have agreed a regular
clearing programme to maintain these areas as our efforts will not be just a 'one hit wonder'. Watch this space
for progress updates.
Working within the various COVID restrictions and careful to maintain social distancing we have also carried on
our existing maintenance work and happily taken on a new area at the request of
our Vicar.
The Millenium Spinney continues to be extremely well maintained and the
surrounding area is regularly swept. Additional plants/shrubs have been added
and, in the spring, we shall be repainting the fence and the flower box. We have
cleared the debris from the flower beds on the Jubilee Green exposing the
beautiful snowdrops and will be pruning the roses as soon as the weather allows.
On Flagpole Green the plan to thin out some of the plants and shrubs and reduce
the size of the planted areas has started in preparation for laying more turf down
in the area. This should be completed by Easter. The bench on the Green will also
be repainted this spring.
Before...

After...

Many of you will be familiar with the improvements made over the last couple of
years to the footway between Manor Road and Grange Lane sometimes known as
pony lane. We have replanted as many as we could of the shrubs removed from
the Flagpole Green, both in the Millennium Spinney and down Pony Lane and
hope they will survive the move, although the very cold spell will have reduced the
chances of them taking well to their new homes. However, the various bulbs
planted last autumn are already starting to show through along this footway and
should soon bring a touch of colour to this area.
In the spring we will be planting the geraniums again in the flower boxes on
Moulton Road and the boxes will be treated to ensure they continue to provide a
colourful entrance to our village. A new recruit to the team has kindly offered to
oversee the watering duties for these boxes – this is an essential task and much
appreciated.
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Newsletter Publication Dates
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October

No publication
Parish Council Minutes Plus
Pitsford News
Parish Council Minutes Plus
Pitsford News
Parish Council Minutes Plus
Pitsford News
Parish Council Minutes Plus
No publication
Parish Council Minutes Plus

November
December

Pitsford News
Parish Council Minutes Plus

Pitsford News is produced alternately with the Parish Council’s Minutes Plus Newsletter.
If you would like to submit an article or share information with Pitsford residents via Pitsford News,
please email: pitsfordvillagenewsletter@gmail.com

We hope you have enjoyed reading this March issue.

Useful Telephone Numbers
POLICE EMERGENCIES: 999
Police Non-emergencies: 101
Daventry Rural Police Team: 101
Daventry District Council: 01327 87 11 00
Parish Clerk: 01604 880395 or clerk@pitsfordparishcouncil.org.uk
Pitsford Primary School: 01604 880866
Pitsford Parish Council: 01604 880395
Pitsford Village Website: www.pitsfordvillage.co.uk
The Rector (Rev. Stephen Trott): 01604 845655
Sportsfield and Pavilion Bookings: Tony 07979 802524
Village Hall Bookings: Wendy 01604 880797

pitsfordvillagenewsletter@gmail.com
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